ABSTRACT:
Sangam period is the retro of history of bridging from 5th century BCE to 3rd century CE. There is the prosperity of sources specifying the past, socio-political setting and cultural performs of ancient Tamilakam, counting capacities of poetry and epigraphy. The most overalldivinity was Murugan, who has from a very first date been documented with Karthikeya. The Brahmins of the Tamil republic attached great rank to the presentation of Vedic expenses. Priests academic in the Vedic rites stereotypically made them under the support of the kings. The trendy of the mother deity is treated as a suggestion of a civilization which respected femininity.
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INTRODUCTION:
Sangam period is the retro of history of bridging from 5th century BCE to 3rd century CE. It is called after the famed Sangam academies of writers and academics centered in the town of Madurai. In Old Tamil language, the word Tamilakam mentioned to the whole of the antique Tamil-speaking area, consistentunevenly to the area recognized as southern India nowadays, consisting of the lands of the contemporary Indian situations of Tamil Nadu, Kerala, portions of Andhra Pradesh, parts of Karnataka and north Sri Lanka also recognized as Eelam. There is the prosperity of sources specifying the past, socio-political setting and cultural performs of ancient Tamilakam, counting capacities of poetry and epigraphy. Tamilakam's history is divided into three ages; prehistoric, traditional (see Sangam period) and old-fashioned. A massive array of fictional, epigraphically and emblazoned bases from everywhere the world delivers insight hooked on the socio-political and traditional incidences in the Tamil area.

RELIGION
The religion of the antique Tamils closely follow origins of nature worship and some basics of it can also be created in Tamil Shaiva Siddhantatraditions. In the ancient Sangam literature, Sivan was the ultimate God, and Murugan was the one famous by the crowds; in cooperation of them were harmonicas deified Tamil poets climbing the Koodal academy. The Tamil landscape was secret into five groups, thinais, based on the disposition, the season and the terrestrial. Tolkappiyam, one of the oldest linguistic works in Tamil references that both of this thinai had a related deity such as Kottravai and Sevvel (Murugan) in Kurinji (the mounts), Thirumal (Maayon) in Mullai (the afforests), Vendhan (Seyyon) in Marutham (the grasslands), and Kadaloan (Varuna) in the Neithal.
The most overall divinity was Murugan, who has from a very first date been documented with Karthikeya, the son of Siva. Kannagi, the star of the Silappatikaram, was revered as Pathini by numerous Tamilians, chiefly in Sri Lanka. There were also numerous temples and fans of Thirumal, Siva, Ganapathi, and the other shared Hindu deities.

**HINDUISM**

The block shrinemined in 2005 dates to the Sangam time frame and should be the oldest Hindu holy place to be started in Tamil Nadu. The sanctuary faces north; not at all like most prominent Hindu hallowed places which expression which ever east or west and should have been built much before hand, shilpa shastras remained published. During the Sangam time frame, Shiva, Murugan, Thirumal and Kotravai were sure of the general divinities. The idyllic partition of the landscape into five locales likewise connected every territory with its individual supporter god. The individuals of the natural grounds or the Mullai areas adored Thirumal. The Marutham persons adored Indra or Ventan, while the Neithal persons careful Varunan or Katalon to be their supporter divinity and the Palai persons adored Korra or Kali. Other prominent divinities of this age remained Kama the lord of adoration, Surya the sun, Chandra the moon and Yama the divine force of passing. The Brahmins of the Tamil republic appended incredible position to the introduction of Vedic costs. Clerics scholastic in the Vedic rituals stereo typically made them under the help of the rulers.

The sanctums of the Sangam age stood worked out of unpreserved resources, for example, covering, ligneous and block, which is the reason minor hint of them is found right now. The main collective structures of any old fashioned significance heading off to this age has subsisted right up 'til the present time are the stone beds hacked out of standard shake establishing, that were made for the monks. The Sangam lyrics, for example, Kaliththokai, Mullaiippāṭṭu and Purananuru notice various sorts of places of worship, for example, the Puranilaikkottam or the sanctum at the fringes of a city, the Netunilaikkottam or the tall hallowed place, the Palkunrakkottam the altar over a hill, the Ilavantikaippalli or the holy place with a nursery and showering ghat, the Elunilaimatam or a seven storeyed asylum, the Katavutkatinakar or the haven city.

A portion of the prevalent celebrations of this age were Karthigaideepam, Tiruvonam, Kaaman vizha, and Indira vizha. Karthigaideepam was also called Peruvizha and was praised in the Tamil month of Karthigai consistently. The Kaaman vizha was held in the spring and during this celebration, people spruced up well and partook in moving. Indravizha incorporated the presentation of Vedic penances, petitions to different divine beings, melodic presentations and boogying.

**CONCLUSION**

The trendy of the mother deity is treated as a suggestion of a civilization which respected femininity. This mother deity was considered as a virgin, one who has assumed birth to all and one. Theshrines of the Sangam existences, mostly of Madurai, appear to have had pastors to the divinity, which also appear mainly a deity. In the Sangam works, there is an intricateaccount of the rites did by the Kurava minister in the memorial Palamutircholai. The early charm of Tamil religion stayed celebrative. It alive an atmosphere of sacral immanence, detecting the blessed in the undergrowth, fruitfulness, and color of the land-living. The summum bonum of the spiritual knowledge was spoken in terms of ownership by the spirit, or ecstasy. Into this setting there settled a sobering inspiration—a mounting quantity of Jain besides Buddhist societies and an swelling invasion of northerners.
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